
RADICAL KM
IMPLEMENTATION

SUPPORT GROUP

PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION

In this year long program, we will learn how to implement Radical KM and get the support you
need to be successful. This is not a “boil the ocean” approach, this is a one-step-at-a-time
approach. Helping you identify the next step(s) and activities appropriate for your organisation.
You will be able to discuss the situation in your organisation. 

We will have monthly group meetings (60 -90 minutes) where participants will pick a theme for
the month for a short (20 minute) presentation and discussion as well as sharing their
experiences and challenges with Radical (Creative) KM.

We will use a platform called Howspace for our meetings and artifacts of our activities. If you
have questions between the meetings, you are welcome to post questions/comments there for
people to respond to. 

HELPING YOU REALISE YOUR POTENTIALENTELECHY

Are you curious about how to implement
Radical KM in your organisation? You
know it’s time to do things differently,
but you don’t know how to get started or
how to keep it going if you do start?

Change is hard, it’s complex, and
challenging and everyone and every
situation is different, but it is possible.
Persistence and tenacity driven by
curiosity and taking small incremental
steps leads to success. 

Working in
groups to
learn trust

www.RadicalKM.com



POSSIBLE TOPICS
 How to get started with Radical KM
 The components of a Radical KM Implementation Plan
 Radical KM metrics
 Radical KM communication
 Radical KM socialisation of the concept
 Creative leadership
 Embedding creativity in KM activities
 Why creativity is efficient and effective in a VUCA world
 Enhancing knowledge sharing through creativity
 Enhancing innovation through creativity
 Types of arts-based interventions and how to implement/use them
 How to be creative when people are co-located, virtual, and hybrid
 Enabling sustainable behaviours through creativity
 How creativity helps deal with our VUCA world
 Creating Psychological Safety
 Using Storytelling to tell the story of Radical KM
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Other topics identified by participants

HELPING YOU REALISE YOUR POTENTIALENTELECHY

Taking
time to
iterate and
practice

www.RadicalKM.com



HELPING YOU REALISE YOUR POTENTIALENTELECHY

Isn't it time to
do things
differently?

www.RadicalKM.com

12 monthly meetings, 3rd Thursday of the month
€1200/year (Includes Howspace licence), *plus VAT where applicable.

Contact:
Stephanie Barnes
stephanie@realisation-of-potential.com
+49 (0)179 854 8376

LOGISTICS AND CONTACT 

Mona Rosenburg
mona@tcd-academy.com
 +49 151 61070661 


